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University presses in the United States have their roots in 15th-

century England, a single generation after the Gutenberg Bible. Oxford

University Press celebrated its 500th anniversity in 1978, having been estab-

lished in 1478. In the United States,.11he history is considerably shorter.

141-ile it is sometimes difficult to determine exactly when a press begins operation,

it is generally accepted that the first press to.use,the term 'hniversity

press' was at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. The press operated from

1869 until it was closed in 1884 due to lack of funding.

Although Howard University, the University of California, and the

University of,Pennsylvania all claim university imprints n the early 1870's,

the Johns Hopkins University Press, established in 1878, holds the honor of the

oldest university press in continuous operation. In the early 1890's there was

a flurry of activity with the establishment of the University of Chicago Press

in.1891, the University of Californiayress in 1893 and the Columbia University'

Press also in 1893. Today there are 77 members of the AAUP (lssociation of

Americah University Presses). 4

The growth of the university press Movement has manicontributing causes.

Perhaps the Most important is the rapid advancement of higher eduCation in the

last quarter of the,19th and first half of the 20th century. About this time,

more and more people were becoming involved in reading and education in general.

Many colleges and universities at the time were engaged primarily in teaching

as opposed to serious research. However, at the turn of the century, there

was increased adoiPtation in the United States of the German university.traditiou

of research and graduate,study. In addition to these changes, and as evidence

of the spread of education, many professional associations such as the American
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Library Association and the American:Chemical Society were established
*

during.this period. The university prese movement can be 'seen as an outgrowth"

of these movAments.
-

t.

From the beginning, hOwever, uniV.ersity pressed' always have seemed to

have had.difficulty with funding. As previouely mentioned, the Cornell Uni-

,

versity P'ress failed in 1884 due to lack of funds and More recently, in 1974,

the Syracuse University Press was considei.ing closing due to lack of funding.

It appears that the main reason for this is that university press publishing

is unlike other publidhing in that it,probdbly will lose money. The general -

-naiure ot the type of books published is such that the audience will usually

be quite'small.and selective.

"We must accept the fact that university
presses hot only are nonprofit, bnt also

lase money.. Even those which lose least
are subdidized in one wap or another, as
they must be if the most important and

l
scholarship is to be published

u

"It is simply not possible to publish the kind-
.of.books that university presses exist to
publish without financial assistance. Most

of the best, most important, most enduring
dcholarly books never s2ll enough copies to pay

for -their publication."

In spite of these financial ptoblems, the ,university press is estab-

lished to disseminate knowledge beyond the classroom. Daniel Coit Gilman'

stated in 1878, "It is one of the noblest duties of a university to advance

knowledge, and diffuse it not merely among'those who can attend the daily

lectures -'but far and wide."
3 This paradox, the desire of the press and the

.4niydrsity to expand scholarly communication while faced with a small reader-
_

ship, is the.crux of the finandal probleme university presses face.
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Problems with the finances of,university presses have been in the

literatue as long as presses have existed. Due to the Aechnisal or

specialized nature of university Rress books, press ruqs are limited. Since

few copies of a book are printed, each copy must bear a larger share of the

finqncial burden of the press, so tprices subsequently.are high. Many book

buyers often suggest that many presses overcharge for books and are making

a big piofit on each book. In fact, nothipg could be farther from the truth.

Most books issued either lose money or break a/en. It Is a very rare book indeed

that actually makes any money. University presses stay in business essen-z

tially because of subsidies from either the home institution or from outside

funding sources or both.

Harold Bohne
4 examined where the average dollar received from a sale of

a university press book went. The,diagram below will reveal not only that

university presses do not make a 'killing' on their books but also that uni-
,

versity.presses will need more and pore subsidization rti the future.

Based on $15 cover prite discount a'o.o%

admidstratiiic royalty to.o%
and general charges 5.5%

employeetenclits

rent or occupancy charges a. t% editorial 6.4%

management, accotinting,
gcnerai Ace salarks design services

warehousing and production

and shipping 5.r% planning 2.3%

'orderftilMment44%

11.16 3.0%

promotion to 3%

manufacture 23d%
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Besides funding problems, the numb4 of rtudentS, graduate,students,

and scholars, the most important market for university press_books, has been.

1

falling. This.is due.to a downturn in higher education that occured in the

early 70's and is continuing today. Unit Sales of university press books

have fallen every year for the past ten or twelve years though inflationihas

kept dollar amduuts up. Part of the problem universitypresses'are having is

due to the.fact that immediately preceelling this period (1948-1968), presses

% were enjoying what has been called-the golden age of university presses.

P
College enrollments were constantly growing'. For example, between 1953 and

1965, college enrollments doubled from three to six million students. Rut in

the beginning of the seventies, enrollments 'began to slow. According to the

1982 Standard Educatibn Almanac, enrollment in 1982 was 12:1 million and for

1985, it is projected to be 11.2 million. This has had snd will continue to

have a major impact on university presses, because it further reduces the

presses' already limited audiences.

Another major problem that university.presses face today Snd have faced

for.the past decade concerns library purchases of university press books. In

many studies, it has been determine4 that there has been, since 1969, a rather

r
dramatic shift in expenditures from the book budget to-the serials budget. In

? 9

1976, for example, large univerSity lil)raries spent t3Q on booics for every dolrar

spent on serials. 5 This apparent movement away from'scholarly monographs has

certainly contributed to the decline in unit sales ardong university presses.

In.addition, recent government legislation has not been very favorable

to the book publishing industry. 'The Thor Power Tool Company case became the

center of national attentien for book publishers in 1979. Thor Power Tool

0
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Company_vs'Commissioner of Internal Revenue rules that it w'as

IInot permissible, for.tax purposes, to reduce
the value of an overstócked title unless gou
took one of two actions: (1) sell the book-at

less than cost; (2) scrap the book-physically.
The first alternative is the procedure-known in
trade book publishing as remaindering. It jtIst

isn't feasible for most professional titles because
their appeal is too specialized; price reductions
won't teMpt the casual-browser.. That leaves the
second alternatiye: scrapping."6.

This ruling was originally granted for tool parts but was later extended

to inclpde the publishing industry. Itlas some important ramifications.

Tlie Thor decision will decrease the already too short period of tiffie that a book

-is in print because a backlist will become a liability rather than an asset.

Becapse.of this ruling, many publishing hoflses are remaindering many of their

older titles and scrapping those that have no remainder value. Because booke

will not be-'in print' as long as they were, publishers will have to raise prices'

on new books.

However,.many publishers are coping,with this ruling by more carefully

analyzing press runs, selling books as remainders sooner, and employing new ,

accounting methods, such as FIFO to LIFO (first in, first out is changed to

last in, first out) which fdill more,effectively take inflationary profits into

account. Whilg many bookpublishers are not pleased with the Thor decision,

some feel that within a few years, ehe legislation will have little eDieCt on

publishing.

Fortunately, the Thor decision effects only profit making presses an'd

therefore excludes university presses. The sales minager at the University Of
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Chicago Press,even suggested that the Thor decision might, in a back-handed

way, help university presses. By Eorcing commercial'presses into more carefully
/

.
.

analyziD&_their potential manpscripts,'and causing them lo reject those that /
.

s

,/..-

would require many years of storing before they dre profitable, university
. .

presses (at least the University of Chicago tress) may see an increase ia_tbe,_

number of manuscripts submitted. While just more manuscripts does not mean

more or better books, it ddes give the press a wider range of titles to choose

In conclusion, the battle over Thor is still being fought in Conress

under the credible supporE of Senator Daniel Moynihan of New York. As,of March

5, 1982, the..battle still rages with no quick end in sight.

Although university presses seem to have a considerable number,of problems,

they also seem to have a wide range of solutions.- Arming pwsIble 'solutions'

include 'the rise of paperbacks, dual publication, thcreasing fbreign sales,

0

'clustering,' gaining additional.foundation support and on-demand publishing.

All of these can be.considered as part of the solution to the tiglit iinancial

conditionsoexperienced by university presses. Aa individual-press may consider

a '
as few or as many of these 'solutions' as it sees fit for its particular

situation. These 'solutions' will now be discussed in-detail.

One of the major movements in the last twenty,years in univetsity

.presses has been the introduction of so called 'quality paperbacks.' Essentially

a larger press speciality, Cornell, California, and Chicago issued over forty

titles as early as 1968. These paperbacks are generally sold thr&gh c011ege
,

-

bookstores and in many cases are used is 'textbooks' for graduate level courses.

,
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.that it is not unusual for college bOokstores.to hake.10,000

*
paperback titl'as in stgck. He states that many bookstores stock two or., three .

,.
.

copies of -all paperback bides of specific universityyrasses because of-othe

ihterest in browsing by both student and professor. The University ofChicago

Press has over 1000 trade paperbacks with over 100 tsiq.es added each year.

Paperbacks will probab1y414y an increasingly important, role in the years to
,,

0

come.

Much has also b'een writter on 'dualliublication.' This is simply,the

simUltaneous publication of the hardbound and paper edition of a specific title.

Some publishers see Ois as a way out of declining saleS and-growing deficits.-

0

'it has teen,estimated that one title in seven is-currently being published in

e

. both hardcover and paper edition simultaneously. Many universities, however,
.; . .%

.

will wait from a ye4A to eighteen months to better assess demand for d'paper-
. ,.

.....

.A
back edition. this delay in pftlication also reduce potential competinlbn

.
. .

I.

between the two formats. The Sales, Manager at klle University ot Chicago indicated

that few' titles were published in dual format last year with good results

t

and that he'plans to`try to further this movement in the years to come: This
,

seem s to be in line with recommendations from The Report of the National Enquiry

w

which sugges,ted that_simultaneous publication achieves-three important

objectives. First, that the availability of Vaperbacka makes the book mbre

available and affordable to scholars. Secon'd, that,the paperback will be

available sooner, avoiding the year to eighteen month delay. Finally it

"achleves some promotional effi/.ciencies because ,

it eliminates the need for a separate effort to
announce thepaperback, arid -reduces the likelihood

that those who hear of the cloth editiori never learn

og the paperback, or hear of it only after the lag

of another couple of yeam."80

,
V.
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There ate risks, however, Eo.simultaneous,publitation. The first was
..-

. . .
. . ,6.-

-

stated earlierk thepossibility of competition between ehe two.editions with'
. -, .

. .

,

. .
,

subsequently/fewer salelsof the more expensive.hatdcover.edition. But many
.. 4 . - w' . I e

v

jliardcovr ediiion8 4re designed for .libratay, gift,-or profassiOn'all'use aud
.

. *. .

as such,'would nof be affected,by ehe paperback edition. It would seem that'
.

. ..
. ..- ..

- t

,"

more bodks should be published.in the dualtformat or at feast,university presses
,

.

4
%, . /

°should consider dual publication more carefully. The Patioda1 Enquiry's
,

, . . ..A.
recommendation on this matiogr states that "more.cholarly titlesshould be

.." ., . - . ,. . . .

..pU blished simultaneously in elothand paperbabk editions as a step toward

k
-widening the dissemination of scholarlyasearchl *

. .

possible avenue of help for university presses would be'for

them to signi ican foreign sales. In 1979.patus C. Smith stated

that "the sales of university press books in,foreign countries could be.doubled

byseffective promotion, simplification of marketing procedures, and othersteps

that presses can make themselves."10 Although university presses obtain about

15% of their sales overseas, this could be are4 of greater emphasis on the part

Another
CS

of the sales department. Foreign sales account for just under.20% of total

Univerity of Chicago Press sales.

One of the major complaints received from abroad 1s the apparent lack

of procedural uniformity among university presses. In partial answer to this

-

problem and as a valuable source of 4-aies, the UniVersity of Chicaio Press
. .

belongs to three consortia that deal with foreign sales. In all eases, these

consortia involve groups of university presses who band together for mutual

sales, warehousing, advertising.and many other services. The University of

ChicagePress belongs to a consortium in Canada with if.I.T., Harvar

f

, Yale
1 -..

and California, another called UNILIBROS with eight other university presses

o
a

..t.=.61.01111MIM1141111111MMINNIA10111411410g,104
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that deaflwith Maico, Latin and SoutivAmerica,mnd another in Japan with4 ,...

:.
,
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California, Yale, Harvard and, Princeton. The University of Chicago Press also

4 . .

maintains a-London Office with Haryakd and.M.I.e.,, which includes warehousing
t

.40. . A. 0'

and .a sales office offekin;serviee to Europe and all of Afrida. While ttese

. , _ M
.

1

"4
. 4. . 41

are exCellent examples of what can be done to promotesales overseas, more
,..,

:
. .

0

...

o

university presses need to participate,.not.just the same five or ten. Smaller

.

UniversitY.presses need to be encouraged to join these consortium and new
.-

stronger promotional material'ereated and.distributed.
)

,
Even.wIthiii the.United tates, tbere is considerable room for further

.. ei e
. a ' ... . .

, ,

.
collaoration or.t.clusteringt of pervices amongbniversit presses."tobimplyk,

. .

, . . . 4, 0 J . b. *. ., 1

. this is letting the presS or orgAnization that dc.k.e a servi,ce hqst, and -Nast

expensively .do that-job. An example of clpstei ng,ubuld.be the work that the
'.1 - -.. e

.

JoIns Hopkins University Press does fot,other.,p eesePraerates much'eheaper
4 47.

0
.

.t4an could be actlieyed l.E.-each press attemp.ted the services
.

separately. Such
..

. ,. .

,

_

seriices might.include orOer pkocessing, Credit Management; data'processing,
.

s-

warehouging and shipping,

An alternative tO this might be for a group'Cf presses to work_out a.

joint plan for services from a centralized location. ,This can create'more

,
efficiency, perhaps faster less expensive service to customers. Many of these

collabokatory'efforts are currently functioning. For example, Harvard and

share warehouse facilities'. Another aspect of collaboraticn/cooper-
.

ation can be seen in the'example of the UnWersity Press ci.New England, ',This

lis not 4 merger of several presses but involved he creation ,o a totally new

press that erves the-needs of sljc

a
4

universities in a small geograrphicál dee4.

,.

et-

'
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In their attempp-to relieve some of the financial pressure, uniVersity

>1.L/sses should find new ways to increase foundation support. The Ford Foundation

-and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation have been generous in their support to

universi'ty presses.in the past. However, it was felt 1:15i the National Enquiry

4

that founAations have not been sufficiently informed on the interrelationships

,

between funding research and funding the ultimate dissemination of the iesparch

to scholars worldwide. Research Without communication is valueless, What is

suggest..ced is c ntinuarsupport for research witii the possibility, after careful

review, of additional support for the publication of the final repOrt .

Foundat.Zons must be made to realize the research is only valuabre when, it is

'
puhliCly madevkiiewn.

.

Perhau the most revolutionari idea proposed to help university presses

in their battle with the 'bottom line/ is 5he idea of 'multiple-track publishing,'
. ,

.., Ai on-'demand Publishing, August Frugell developed the distinction between'
- ,

...%, _ ,

'publishing' and 'recording.' 1?ublishing would remain as it is but With pore
.

. .

.

.r "rigorous selection and more vigorous.marketing.
I2

Recording would be baSed
, A

.. - .. . a

on' the idea dueloped at University Microfilms for the tpubIL...uriont,of their
f

,
. .

Aissertations. Recording oron-demand putlishing ism plan for producing booLs
,x-

whn needed or on demand. The material used foi on-demand publishing

,.. )
..

'
,

could'be simply typewritten or.even manuscript with little or no editing.

There would be an atrstract of the material supplied by the'author including
. ,

Aescriptors added by a professional edit or. This document could then be searched
.4, . ., " N

4

)* 4
bY, ideally, an online bibliographic data base search, similar to what we have4 .4,, . -, .

..

today through commercia,1 vefieors such as Lockheed's Dialog or BRS (Bibliographic
.4

Retrieval System). 'After focating the document, it can be ordered from a central
I ,

v

If .

f

1 2,

q,



depository or perhaps the author's home institution. Datus C. Smith suggests

that although this is an excellent idea, it is not suitable for all books and

states that

s.

* .

In addition to bookg putilished:this Way, other material, such as government

"If.tHe ,(on-demand) scheme makes the contribution
I,anticipate, it will facilitate the customary

sort of scholarly,publishing by saving the fortune

that is now,wasted\on expensive methods,of manufacture,

Storage, and attempced distribution for books nel

specialized interese\and automatically small sale-

books that not only do not require conventional
methods_bUt in many caSes'actually Suffer from
'them because of cost factors. It is Absolutely

mad to continue the -practice of using up a couple

of tons of society's limited paper resources and

some thousands'of dollars of society's wealth to

produce whole editions of conventional books that,

Will seivg ,only a small number of readers. And it

is,just as mad to deny any hearing at .1.1 to
important schnlarly'works merely because their users

would pbt be counted in,thousands."13

reports, proceedingg,:.and the like, could all be treated in this same way.

.
_

In.the field of education§ such a system exists. It is called EgIC (Educa-
%

%

tional Resources Information Clearinghouse) and it functions as a repository,

of all kinds of 'fugitive edncational materials. It can be accessed by

computer and refers the user to a set of Microfiche. This type of system

could be expanded or altered to fit the needs of the scholarly 'publisher.'

The benefits to the university press of an on-demand system are many.

The presses would now be relieved of publishing the well written scholarly

,

book that has very little market potential. With this system of access, the

-sbholarly community would still haye 'access' to the document wi.thout the

wasteful and expensive .publishing by a university press. There ate, however,

a few problems with this system. For ekample, will tenure committees look

down on publications that are not published in the traditional way? 'Will the 5
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author find his,ego deflated when a univergity press suggests on-demand

publishing? These problems should be successfully solved,as this appears
f

to-be g very valuable solution to some of the pregsing economic problems of

university presses.

When asked about the future of university presses, the sales manaOr

of the University of Chicago Fress_predicted slow but steady growth. Apparently

the very, gloomy forecast of the early 7.0's wag not completely accurate.

University presses have learned to adapt io their environment better than most

figured they could. They appear tb have weathered the majox storm of the 70's

(the decline in higher education) in reasonably good shape. Few presses,

however, have been isolated from the many technologiêal, social, and educe-

c

.tional changes that have occured in the past twenty years. The press that

stands by itself, unchanging from year to year, relying on 'time-proven'

methods may be in for trouble in the years ahead. This is a very dynamic field

and it would appear that the successful university press must also be dynamic.

In the future, the university press will he've many options - some of

which I have dtscussed. Will university presses begin to publish bOoks of

broader general appeal and greater potential sales as'well as !scholarly books?'

Will presses continue the present trend of issuing both cloth and paper ediAions

f,a title glMilltaneously? What about ori-demand* publishing? Will it, by

Itself, be a major aid to university'presses by takingtatleg with very little

sales potential out of university press hands? Is it possible for unIver2gity

presses to further reduce overhgad and production.costs? Will the further

Introduction of the compuser into the press reduce these and other costs? -What

. 1 4
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about electrpnic publishing? Will authors of the future submit their menu-

scripts on diskettes rather than paper?

. These are just a few of the options and possibaities that the university

press of the future offers and the university press of today must be prepared

for. It wo,ld seem that many presses are doing a very good job in preparing for

the future. The existence of consortium among presses is an extremely valuable
.

idea and is one that should be encouraged. On-demand publishing, thought not

, really publishing at all, may prove to be a great ally to the university press.

"New communications technology, new techniques
for information storae and retrieval, new modes

'of publishing such as on-demand, will relieve
university presses of the burden of publishing-
in conventional editions- some of the highly and
narrowly specialized materials they have purveyed

for most of their history:"14

In coriclusion, university presses cannot be !lumped together' as a
A

single entity. Each press has its own personality, its own_distinctive history,

and its own-problems. Each press will have to carefully examine.its own

particular.situation and adopt those chAries or technologies tha,E it determines

will help itself. As this paper has sliggested there is not just one solution,

but many:

15
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